
 
 

NAME:  TRAVERTINO WHITE 

SERIAL CODE: 261 

 
CLASSIFICATION: Lime-based mineral putty for porous effect 

finishes. 

 

KIND OF USE: The product is indicated as a finish layer for the 

protection and decoration of inner surfaces. It has an excellent 

glossy-satin finish with irregular hollows with a layered effect. 

In order to increase the brilliance and depth of shade, it is 

possible to wax the surface with water based wax Cera Royal. 

 

COLOUR: Natural White. 

 

FINISH: Matte 

 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: Mineral binder, marble flour, quartz sands. 

 

SPECIFIC WEIGHT :1.690+/-0,050 kg/lt 

 

APPLICATION SYSTEM: inox trowel 

 

DILUTION: Ready to use. 

 

MEDIUM OUTPUT mq/lt for coat: 1-1.3 mq two coats 

 

DRYING: with air at 20°C and humidity 60%. Application at +20°C  

        out of touch       in the depth      time to paint over 

           5-6h                 2-3 days            20-30 days 

 

 

TABLE DIR.2004/42/CE 

A/l-BA Product= Decorative paint   

limits UE (2010)=200 gr/Lt 

C.O.V. gr/lt=20 gr/Lt. 

C.O.V. (ready to be used) gr/Lt.= Max 20 gr/Lt. 

 

 

PREPARATION OF THE SURFACE: If the surface is perfectly 

stabilized, apply a coat of acrylic primer SPECIAL FIXATIVE and 

then a coat with roller of uniform white primer DAS. 

 

OLD SURFACE: brush thoroughly the surface removing dust, dirt and 

flaking parts and apply some stucco to level off if necessary. 

Then proceed as new surface. 

 

 



APPLICATION CYCLES: When the surface is dry, apply a coat of 

Travertino with inox trowel, evenly covering the surface. When the 

product is dry, apply the second coat of Travertino passing the 

zerbino trowel over the surface, creating the classic travertino 

lines. With the product still wet but already in the mineral 

binder setting phase, pass over the surface an inox trowel, 

compacting the product and highlighting the hollow texture. 

while the surface is drying go over again with clean inox trowel 

to obtain the desired brilliance. 

 

STABILITY IN STOCK : 2 year at +5°/+35°C in the oiginal sealed 

containers. Protect from freezing weather. 

 

NOTE: Available in lithographed buckets of 5 and 24 kg. 

 
All the informations in this card are exact and accurate, as we know, so they 

must be considered reliable. In any case they can’t mean a guarantee from our, 

as the conditions of its use out of our control. 
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